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Some Recent Applications of
G.E.C. Remote Supervisory Control
N the following pages are given some
particulars of electricity supply undertakings to which G.E.C. remote supervisory control has recently been applied.
The control system itself is not described
in detail because a full account of principles,
methods and apparatus employed is contained in a separate publication*, copies of
which will be forwarded on request.

works, in which current, although at a
nominal 230 volts, frequently reached
the consumers' terminals at a pressure no
greater than 160 volts, were changed over
to 220/380 volts, 3 phase, 50 cycles. This
involved the rewiring of some 50,000
houses at the Electricity Company's expense. The transmission network is at
22 kV and the distribution network at
6.6 kV.

Athens—Piraeus Electricity Company
It is only within comparatively recent
years that the city of Athens has had the
benefit of an adequate and up-to-date
system of electricity supply. An AngloGreek group, consisting of Greek and
English finance houses and British
industrialists, were granted a concession by
the Greek government in 1925 for electricity and transport services in Athens,
Piraeus and environs, and considerable improvements were
effected, notably by the building of a new power-station
and the provision of the
transmission facilities immediately required. Since 1930,
under the auspices of the
British-owned Whitehall Securities Corporation, further
measures have been taken to
modernise and improve the
service. Practically all private
distributors were taken over
and their distribution net-

A generating station housing four 15,000
kW turbo-generators is situated at St.
George's Bay, a rocky inlet in the neighbourhood of Piraeus, where ocean-going
steamers may berth in safety at a wharf
adjoining the station and the coal conveying
plant. Two oil reservoirs have recently
been built and modern equipment installed
for the economical handling and burning of
oil fuel under six of the eight boilers.

I

*G.E.C. Catalogue No. 19.

Fig. 1.—Athens—looking towards Mt. Lycabette from the Acropolis;
the Electricity Company's offices are situated in the middle distance.
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the main traffic arteries and at more or
less equi-distant points around a circle
drawn within the city. They have in
common an architecture which, although
modern in style, still conforms to the classic
Greek tradition.
The stations at Zappeon and at Ambelokipi on the Kephissia Road, are situated in
mainly residential districts and so cater
primarily for the domestic load in addition
to DC power supply for traction.

I

A considerable industrial load is met by
the two other substations at Attiki and
Ellis Street. The Attiki station is located
near the terminus of the Athens-Kephissia
Railway, which is now being rebuilt and
converted to electric operation to link up
with the Athens-Piraeus Electric Railway.

Fig. 2.—Zappeon Substation.

The city of Athens possesses many
modern features and a system of good
roads radiates from the central Omonia
Square (Place de la Concorde) to the
industrial districts bordering the Piraeus
Road and Piraeus itself, and to the
residential suburbs of Patissia, Kephissia
and Old and New Phaleron.
An extensive system of trams and buses
runs along these main arteries and at the
present time is being considerably improved and added to, trolley buses being
included among the additions.
The distribution network in its main
essentials closely follows the transport
system, as the growth of both the industrial
and domestic load is intimately related to
transport facilities.
The principal centre of load distribution
is a transformer and rotary substation at
Omonia Square, which adjoins the underground terminal station of the AthensPiraeus Electric Railway.
Four new primary substations have been
erected on sites conveniently adjacent to

Fig. 3.—G.E.C. Mercury-arc Rectifiers and
Local Control Panel at Zappeon.
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The latest type of G.E.C. pumpless
air-cooled steel-clad mercury-arc rectifiers
are installed in the four new main stations
and these are amongst the most interesting
features. They are products of the G.E.C.
Engineering Works, Witton, Birmingham,
and are in the form of cubicles which
house also all the auxiliaries. Two such
cubicles at Zappeon forming a 625 kW
rectifier are seen in the foreground in
Fig. 3. The rectifiers are fed through
transformers from the 22 kV system.

COMMENTS

substation and carrying keys and lamps
arranged in a mimic diagram of the
undertaking, to represent the circuits or
equipment they control or in respect of
which they give indications. The control
apparatus is mounted inside the cubicles.
An unusual feature of the system is the
provision at each substation of a control
cubicle, complete with control panel,
system diagram and local indicating meters.
Fig. 3 shows the local control panel
adjacent to the rectifiers at Zappeon.
All the switchgear in the station may be
controlled locally from this panel and the
current and voltage of the various circuits
can be indicated on meters with individual
push-button control so that no metering on
the switchgear itself is necessary. Any
change in switchgear position arising out

The four principal substations are
remotely controlled and supervised from
a control point situated in 3rd September
Street, a short distance from Omonia
Square. The supervisory control system
was designed specially for the A.P.E. Co.
by the. G.E.C. Telephone Works in cooperation with Whitehall Securities
Corporation.
Each substation is connected to the
central control room by individual pairs of
pilot wires. The facilities provided over
the allotted pair in respect of each substation are (a) operation of all circuit
breakers, (b) indication of their position,
(c) indication of volts on 6.6 kV and 600
volt busbars, (d) indication of current
through all A.C. breakers, (e) telephony,
(f) fire alarm, actuated by thermostat in
substation, and (g) watchman's service, in
which the turning of a key in the substation
results in a signal at the control room to
indicate the watchman's visit.
In the load despatchers' room is the
central control cubicle (Fig. 4), which
consists of four panels, each allotted to a

Fig. 4.—Control Panels at 3rd. Sept. Street.
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of local control or as a result of a fault on
the power line is at once signalled and
indicated at the central control room.
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the absolute precision and ease of control,
free from the uncertainty of the human
element, that only remote supervisory control
can give. Accordingly, electrically-operated
switchgear was installed and Darwall St.
substation, which is attended day and night,
was selected as the control centre.

In the aggregate, the remote supervisory
control system is applied to 62 circuit
breakers and is arranged for application to
an ultimate total of 96, when extensions
are complete. It is the expressed opinion
of the Electricity Company that the
economies effected by central control will
pay for the supervisory gear in a relatively
short time.

The incoming 6.6 kV supply from the
West Midlands Joint Electricity Authority
is fed into Birchills station via three group
feeders, each of 15 000 kVA rating, giving
a total capacity at the station of 45 000 kVA.
Provision is made for the installation of a
fourth feeder of similar capacity at a later
date. Eighteen outgoing feeder circuit
breakers are installed in two of the four
bays of the switch house and the station is
designed to accommodate ultimately a
maximum of thirty-two outgoing feeders.

County Borough of Walsall

HE Electricity Supply Department of
the County Borough of Walsall serves
the Borough and the surrounding
district, including the city of Lichfield,
which takes a bulk supply. The load on
the Department's system is industrial,
traction for the trolley bus services, and
domestic, the total of consumers being some
27 500. The supply is taken entirely from
the West Midlands Joint Electricity
Authority and enters the Walsall system at
Birchills switch house. This is a newlyerected switching station situated near the Authority's
electricity works (Fig. 5) and
has an obvious importance in
being the point at which the
incoming supply is switched to
over 120 substations. The
Department decided that not
only should it be in many respects a model station—possibly
the most up-to-date in the
country—but that it demanded

T

The switchgear is controlled from
Darwall St. by a G.E.C. system in which
only two pilot wires are employed for
(a) control of breakers, both individually
and in groups, (b) indication of their
position, (c) indication of breaker connexion
to either of duplicate bus bars, (d) ammeter

Fig. 5.—Birchills Switch House.
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Fig. 6.—Control enclosure at Darwall St.

readings for each feeder, (e) indication of
the position of the small switch on each
breaker for changing over from remote
to local control during periods of maintenance work on the gear or feeders,
(f) telephony, (g) an alarm indication of
low volts on the secondary cells which
supply the supervisory apparatus, and
(h) indication of the operation of an
automatic CO 2 fire extinguishing installation at the switch house.
From the exterior, Birchills
switch house provides an
excellent example of modern
architecture for buildings of
its type. Its solid doors with
their chromium bands and
handles, open on to a corridor
off which are four bays containing switchgear. At the
end is the battery that
serves the supervisory apparatus, and a door giving
access to a small chamber
containing the apparatus
cabinets.

The control panel is installed at Darwall St. in a steel
and glass enclosure (Fig. 6)
and from the near view of
the panel given in Fig. 7,
it will be seen actually to
comprise four panels. Each
of these is associated with a
switchgear bay at Birchills
and is designed to mount keys,
lamps and meters for the control of all the switchgear
in, or ultimately to be installed in,
the bay.
The control apparatus common to the
system, and that associated with one feeder
are identified in Fig. 7.
The mimic diagram shows duplicate
busbar systems to either of which a feeder
may be switched, the busbar lamps
indicating accordingly.
The meters on the control panel are
provided with hand-set pointers which
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may be set to the reading last taken in
order that an immediate check on any
variation shall be obtained when the next
reading is taken.
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operate and give an alarm, and at the same
time illuminate an appropriate signal lamp
to indicate whether the pilot is open or
short circuited. On receipt of this the
attendant at Darwall St. throws a key to
bring into service the alternative pair,
which then becomes subject to the continuous test.

In the centre of each panel are fitted
group-control keys, one per breaker. When
it is desired to operate a number of breakers
simultaneously the corresponding keys are
depressed. The appropriate key of a pair
designated open and close respectively is
then depressed and is followed, after
reception of the check-back signal, by
depression of an operate key to operate all
selected breakers simultaneously.

The many special features incorporated
in the supervisory equipment in accordance
with the specification issued by Mr.
E. A. Newburn, Engineer and Manager of
the Walsall Electricity Undertaking, were
easily met by the equipment as installed,
but several additional small features that
were subsequently required were readily
provided. One of these associated the
fire-fighting measures with the supervisory system.

An alarm is given at Darwall St. should
a breaker at Birchills automatically trip as
a result of a fault on a power line.
Such an alarm is given even if a fault
occurs at a time when the supervisory
system is actually in use for other purposes,
such as control of breakers, meter readings
or telephony. Any such function would
be automatically interrupted and then
automatically resumed after the alarm had
been given.

Special measures have been taken in
Birchills switch house against the risk of
damage by fire. With air-raid precautions

Similar alarms are given to the Control
Station for any position changes of the
circuit breakers or their associated remote
and local change-over switches not initiated
at the Control Station.
The pilots are run in underground cable,
and so much importance attaches to
uninterrupted control that a second pair is
run in cable along another route. The
pair in use is subject to an automatic continuous test. In the event of a short-circuit
or breakage of the pilots, a test relay will

Fig. 8.—Rear view of Control Cubicle at
Darwall St.
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in mind, the building itself was designed
for such strength as makes it splinter-proof,
but this measure was followed by others to
ensure that any possible outbreak of fire
should have a minimum effect.
Behind the switchgear is a wide concrete
trench filled with pebbles and communicating with an outside oil sump, ensuring
the rapid cooling and drawing away of
escaping oil. Cables entering the switchgear are sealed in asbestos cement tubes
for their length above the floor. In the
basement beneath the switchgear floor level
the cables are laid in open troughs of
concrete, which project from the wall, one
for each cable, and are then completely
covered by sand.
The principal fire-fighting measure, however, is the installation of CO 2 apparatus.
In the corridor are fitted cylinders of carbon
dioxide connected by pipes to outlets in
each bay. A system of overhead wires in
conduit includes fusible links, which melt
in the excessive heat caused by fire and
release loops otherwise held in the wires.
The resulting increase in length of wire is
taken up by weights, movement of which
opens the valves of the appropriate
cylinders and pipes to release CO2 in
the affected bay or bays. At the same
time a cover is dropped over a ventilator in the bay to prevent the escape
of gas.

Fig. 9.—Supervisory apparatus cabinets at
Birchills Switch House.

A further addition to the alarm facilities
is under consideration and serves to indicate the flexibility of the equipment. This
is to be arranged to give alarm indication
at the Control Station of the operation of
the individual relays that collectively comprise the busbar protection at the switch
house.
A feature of this protection is that
instantaneous low-setting earth-leakage relays are provided on each of the incoming
group feeders. Should a leakage fault
develop on any section of the E.H.T.
distribution system, the relay on the
group feeder supplying the faulty section
operates and its contacts prepare a series
tripping circuit via the contacts of a common station busbar leakage relay, which

Operation of the CO2 apparatus is
immediately signalled by the supervisory
system to the Control Station, where an
audible alarm is operated and a red
indicator lamp flashed on the control panel.
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inaccessible position, Westwood even more
than other similar substations called for
remote supervisory control and the attended
substation at Heanor was the obvious
control point. This is the first use of
remote supervisory control by the Derby
and Notts Company but their plans provide for its further use, not only over pilot
wires but also over carrier channels on the
E.H.T. lines. In this respect, it may be
noted that the Heanor-Westwood system is
of the G.E.C. tandem type, which permits
additional stations to be controlled over
the same pilot wires.

operates only on faults internal to the
station. The group feeder relays, therefore,
although primarily installed as part of
the busbar protection, also serve as very
useful tell-tale indicators of any earth
faults on the distribution network, and
indication of their operation, over the
remote supervisory control system, will
give immediate warning to the control
engineer of any faults on the network.

The Derby and Notts. and the
Leicester and Warwicks. Electric
Power Companies
The Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire
Electric Power Co. and the Leicestershire
and Warwickshire Electric Power Co. are
closely interconnected and their transmission networks serve an area of some
2 600 square miles in the midland counties
whose names they bear. Both companies
have recently made use of remote supervisory control, the equipment for which
was supplied by The General Electric Co.
Ltd., to the directions of Messrs. Balfour,
Beatty & Co.

A six-core underground pilot cable is
laid between Heanor and Westwood, and,
since all the cores were available, two are
used for impulsing from Heanor, two for
the check-back from Westwood and the

Heanor- Westwood.
The Derby and Notts Company owns a
large generating station at Spondon and
has in operation as part of its transmission
system a 33 kV ring main. On this main
is a station at Heanor, with a capacity of
10 000 kVA and feeding a number of
substations, one of which is at Westwood.
This is really a switching station with a
transformer of 125 kVA capacity for local
supplies. Westwood is fed from Heanor
at 11 kV by underground cable and from
it four outgoing feeders are served. Unattended, and situated as it is in a somewhat

Fig. 10.—Control Panel at Heanor.
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that resembles in shape the existing cubicles
with which it is aligned (Fig. 10). Beneath
the panel in the illustration can be seen the
selective apparatus, which consists principally of relays and uniselectors.
Westwood substation is approached
from the main road by a track that
would have been accounted yet another
difficulty had remote control not been
adopted. In the interior (Fig. 11) castiron boxes, mounted on the wall, are
seen to accommodate the selective
apparatus and interposing contactors.
Adjacent to the boxes are the pilot cable
termination panel and the trickle-charging
equipment for a small 50-volt battery,
which supplies the selective apparatus and
is installed in a small annexe.

Fig. I 1.—Supervisory apparatus at Westwood
Substation.

Hinckley-Sapcote.
The Leicestershire and Warwickshire
Electric Power Company owns two power
stations, one of which is at Nutts Lane,
Hinckley. This has a generating capacity
of 8 000 kW and augments the 9 000 kW
drawn from the Derby and Notts Co. to
meet the peak loads on what may be called
the Hinckley system.
The Nutts Lane station generates at
6.6 kV and feeds an adjacent outdoor
substation where the potential is raised to
33 kV. Distribution is effected from here
to a number of substations, of which one
is near the village of Sapcote and separated
from the power station by about five miles.

remaining two for the actual operating
impulse. Straight-through telephony is
provided over one of the pairs, which is
automatically made available for impulsing
should any change in switchgear positions
require to be made or indicated during
conversation.
Meter readings in respect of each feeder
are obtained on demand, pilot wires being
connected to selected auxiliary current
transformers for ampere readings and to
potential transformers for voltage readings.
In conformity with existing practice, a
meter is provided at Heanor for each meter
to be read at Westwood, but the supervisory control system could as readily have
given readings on common meters.
The control panel at Heanor carries keys
and lamps arranged in the form of a mimic
diagram of the Westwood switchgear and
feeders. The panel is fitted to a cubicle

This substation has a capacity of 5 000
kVA and transforms from 33 kV to 11 kV.
With four outgoing feeders, a bus-section
switch, a main transformer and a 25 kVA
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As the catenary pilot cable
is subject to possible inductive
surges, the safety of personnel
and apparatus demanded the
use of protective equipment.
This comprises drainage coils
and carbon spark gaps, with
suitably insulated line transformers to isolate the supervisory equipment from the
pilots. With transformers in
the line, alternating current
is necessary for signalling and is generated
at 50 cycles per second by vibrators.
A cable-testing panel is also provided to
enable routine insulation tests to be conducted on the pilot cable with a minimum
of interruption to the service.

Fig. 12.—Sapcote Substation.

transformer for local supplies, there are
seven switches to be operated. These are
remotely controlled from Hinckley by
means of a supervisory control system that
gives also indication of switch position,
voltage regulation by the control of a
booster, an alarm indication of the operation of a Buchholz relay as a result of a
sudden fault within the main transformer,
an alarm indication of such gradual rise of
temperature within the transformer as
leads to the operation of a contact-making
thermometer, and, of course, on demand,
meter readings and indication of booster
position.

The control keys and indicating lamps
are fitted on a control panel (Fig. 13) in a
mimic diagram that represents the appara-

The substation is served by a feeder
which is partly underground cable and
partly overhead line. Pilot wires are run
with the feeder, a catenary cable on the
pylons being used on the overhead sections. The number of cores in the pilot
cable allowed six to be allotted for remote
supervisory control and, as in the HeanorWestwood system, two are used for impulsing, two for the check-back and the
remaining two for the actual operating
impulse. A further pair was available for
straight-through telephony.

Fig. 13.—Control Panel at Hinckley.
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tus and connexions at Sapcote.
The panel is installed in a
suite on the switchgear gallery
and the selective apparatus is
fitted in wall-mounting castiron boxes.
At the substation, cast-iron
boxes on the wall (Fig. 14)
accommodate the selective
apparatus and interposing contactors. The battery for the
operation of the relays and
uniselectors is conveniently
housed in a box seen in Fig. 14 and is
charged by means of the metal rectifier
on the wall. On the left, the pilot cable
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Fig. 14.—Supervisory apparatus at Sapcote.

is seen entering the termination panel,
above which is the cable testing panel and
then the drainage coils.
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